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Abstract. Recently, mobile cloud which utilizes the elastic resources
of clouds to provide services for mobile applications, is becoming more
and more popular. When building a mobile cloud platform (MCP),
one of the most important things is to provide an execution environ-
ment for mobile applications, e.g., the Android mobile operating system
(OS). Many efforts have been made to build Android environments on
clouds, such as Android virtual machines (VMs) and Android contain-
ers. However, the need of customizable Android execution environments
for MCP has been ignored for many years, since the existing OS cus-
tomization solutions are only designed for hardware-specific platforms
or driver-specific applications, and taking little account of frequently-
changing scenarios on clouds. Moreover, they lack a unified method of
customization, as well as an effective upgrade and maintenance mecha-
nism. As a result, they are not suitable for varied and large-scale scenarios
on clouds. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a unified and effective
approach for customizing Android environments on clouds. The app-
roach provides a container-based solution to custom-tailor Android OS
components, as well as a way to run Android applications for different
scenarios. Under the guidance of this approach, we develop an automatic
customization toolkit named AndroidKit for generating specific Android
OS components. Through this toolkit, we are able to boot new Android
VM instances called AndroidXs. These AndroidXs are composed of OS
images generated by AndroidKit, which can be easily customized and
combined for varied demands on clouds.

Keywords: Mobile cloud · Execution environment · Android ·
Container-based customization approach · AndroidKit · AndroidX

1 Introduction

Currently, mobile cloud, which leverages elastic resources of cloud platform to
provide services for mobile applications, is becoming more and more attractive.
There are many scenarios depend on MCP for different requirements. Mobile
computation offloading [1–3], which is able to offload parts of workloads to cloud,
exploits rich computing resources of cloud platform to enhance performance of
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mobile applications and reduce power consumption of mobile devices. And cloud-
based mobile testing [4], which uses elastic cloud infrastructure to test mobile
applications for different application requirements, has been widely used.

Many challenges need to be faced when building a practical MCP. One of
the typical challenges is how to build a mobile execution environment, e.g., the
Android mobile OS. Technically speaking, Android OS is not an ordinary Linux
distribution although it is built on top of the standard Linux kernel. There are
many differences between Linux and Android. For example, Linux uses X11 or
Wayland to run a GUI, but Android uses SurfaceFlinger. What’s more, Android
relies on the special kernel features (e.g., Binder IPC subsystem [5]), which
simply do not exist on Linux. Therefore, it is a challenging job to launch Android
applications on MCP, since the vast majority of MCPs are currently based on
ordinary GNU/Linux distributions.

Using VMs as the MCP execution environments is a practical solution.
Projects like shashlik [6] or genymobile [7] use an emulator, which is essentially
a VM, to run the Android environment. The emulator creates an entire emu-
lated system with independent kernel to provide rich functionality. By targeting
an emulator, they avoid the hardware compatibility problems, but it causes a
lot of resource costs since each VM runs a full copy of an OS and suffers high
virtualization overhead. In contrast to this, containers (e.g., Docker [8], LXC
[9], and rkt [10]), as the center of lightweight virtualization technologies, have
significantly lower overhead when compared to VMs. However, because of the
shared kernel mechanism, many efforts need to be made when using contain-
ers as MCP runtime environments for running mobile applications. Anbox [11]
puts a full Android-x86 [12] OS into a LXC container and runs the Android-
x86 OS under the same kernel as the host OS does. It communicates with the
host system by using different pipes and sends all hardware access commands
by reusing what Android implements within the QEMU-based emulator. Rat-
trap [13] is a container-based cloud platform. It provides an on-demand execu-
tion environment for running Android codes through Cloud Android Container
(CAC), which runs an Android-x86 OS inside a LXC container with dynamic
driver extensions. However, the common drawback of Anbox and Rattrap is their
hardware compatibility problem, which results in only a handful of Android
applications can be run normally.

Another challenge is the unified customization model for frequently-changing
usage scenarios on mobile clouds. The need for customizable OS arises when the
existing OS components can not match the specific use cases (such as resource-
constrained hardware platforms and driver-specific applications). Many research
works have been made on exploring the customization of OS. Exokernel [14] and
Nemesis [15] customize OS by restructuring the OS with the target application
into a set of libraries. Think [16] provides a highly flexible programming model for
building flexible OS kernels from components, and [17] designs a system that has
the ability to guide Linux images customization for scientific applications. The
common problem of these OS customization works [14–17] is the lack of a unified
customization model and an effective upgrade and maintenance mechanism, since
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(a) Android VM (b) Android container (c) AndroidX

Fig. 1. The difference between Android VM, Android container, and AndroidX

they are only designed for a particular type of platform or device and do not
focus on the various frequently-changing scenarios on clouds. In other words,
they are inappropriate for varied demands on clouds.

According to the above analysis, in this paper, we mainly address two chal-
lenges mentioned above. Inspired by the previous OS customization works, we
present a customizable Android execution environment called AndroidX. As
Figs. 1(c) and 2(b) show, AndroidXs are built from system images and run with
them. From Fig. 1(c), we can find that one of the AndroidX instances is launched
with the Kernel-1 image, and another is launched with the Kernel-2 image, but
they share the Init-1 image. This kind of combination effectively improves the
utilization of images and simplifies the maintenance and update process of the
whole system. By leveraging the customizability and portability of Docker images
[8], AndroidXs can be easily customized for varied scenarios. In addition, from
Fig. 1(c), it can be also observed that AndroidXs combine the strong hardware-
enforced isolation and compatibility of VMs and the flexibility of containers.

In particular, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. We present a unified approach for customizing Android OS. The approach
provides a container-based solution for building Android OS system compo-
nent images. Following the guidance of this approach, we develop an auto-
matic customization toolkit called AndroidKit, which is much suitable for
varied demands on clouds by leveraging the customizability and portability
of Docker images.

2. We give a prototypical implementation called AndroidX with the help of the
toolkit. The AndroidXs combine the great hardware-enforced isolation and
compatibility of VMs and the flexibility and portability of containers. To
demonstrate the usability and practicability of the toolkit described here, we
use it to implement a type of lightweight AndroidX specifically customized
for mobile computation offloading.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the research
motivation, which gives us an important guideline on designing AndroidX.
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(a) The customization process of Android OS

(b) The customization process of AndroidX

Fig. 2. The comparison of customization process for Android and AndroidX

Then in Sect. 3, we describe the architecture and design of AndroidX in detail,
as well as AndroidKit that we developed. Section 4 shows an implementation of
AndroidX. After that, in Sect. 5, we evaluate the usability of the toolkit by using
a case study. In Sect. 6, we describe and review some related works. Finally, a
conclusion is summarized in Sect. 7.

2 Research Motivation

First of all, when building a MCP, the cloud platform should provide a runtime
environment that has the ability to run mobile applications, e.g., the Android
mobile OS. The need for customizing Android OS exists because varied cloud-
based scenarios have their own demands for runtime environments. For exam-
ple, since mobility and interactivity are the keys to the success of computation
offloading, the cloud execution environment, e.g., the tailor-made, trimmed-down
Android OS, should be as lightweight as possible and only contain the function-
ality that computation offloading depends on. By contrast, cloud-based mobile
testing, which needs MCP to provide the full integrated testing environments,
requires the cloud platform has multiple versions of mobile OS for testing differ-
ent application requirements, e.g., Android OS with a particular architecture or
kernel. Therefore, there is a demand for custom-tailored Android OS for varied
scenarios on clouds.

Second, many efforts [18,19] have been made to implement the customiza-
tion of Android OS, but they only focus on the hardware-specific devices or
driver-specific applications. From Fig. 2(a), we can clearly observe that tradi-
tional customization approaches of Android OS have the following problems.
On one hand, the image creator needs to customize complete system images
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for different hardware devices and platforms, which results in low reuse of OS
image components. On the other hand, traditional approaches require developers
have a deep understanding of Android OS and be familiar with each customiza-
tion step, which is a challenging job for developers. In addition, due to the lack
of a unified authentication and update mechanism, it is difficult to ensure the
maintainability and security of OS components.

Finally, as known to all, a lot of scenarios use Android VMs and Android
containers as on-demand execution environments for running Android applica-
tions on clouds. The Android VMs, as shown in Fig. 1(a), have a full copy of
an Android OS and run on top of the specific hypervisor. The main defects of
Android VMs are their heavy overhead of virtualization and slow startup speed,
which are unable to meet the requirements for some scenarios on clouds that
require low time-delay, high interactivity, and mobility [20,21]. The Android
containers (shown in Fig. 1(b)), by contrast, are much more lightweight than
Android VMs because they share kernel with host OS and suffer small overhead
[13]. However, as an alternative solution to Android VMs, Android containers
are not appropriate for multi-tenant deployments on clouds because of their poor
compatibility and weak isolation. Therefore, it is necessary to customize such an
execution runtime environment with great isolation and compatibility like VMs,
as well as the flexibility like containers.

3 System Design

Through the above analysis and discussion, we conclude that the current execu-
tion environments can not meet the needs of varied scenarios on mobile clouds.
In this section, we introduce AndroidX, a customizable Android runtime envi-
ronment for running Android applications on clouds, as well as AndroidKit, a
toolkit that we have developed to create Android VM images around specified
applications.

3.1 Overview

Based on the previous analysis of the deployment of Android on GNU/Linux
platform and the traditional OS customization approaches, and taking into
account the current demands for varied scenarios on clouds, we design AndroidX
with the following primary targets:

1. Customizable components: The customizability of OS components is
important when faced with the varied demands on clouds. Our AndroidX
is designed for the purpose of customizable OS.

2. Easy tooling and easy iteration: The previous research works do not
consider the iterability and maintainability of system components, since
they are only designed for a certain hardware-specific platform or driver-
application, and without taking into account frequently-changing usage sce-
narios on clouds.
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3. Immutable infrastructure: The immutable infrastructure, as the term sug-
gests, is comprised of immutable components. It makes service maintenance
as simple as installing fresh copy of applications and removing the old ver-
sions. With the advantages of repeatable deployments and scalability, it is
widely used on cloud environments.

We use Linux platform as the running and testing environments since our
prototype implementation is based on it. Figure 3 provides an overview of
AndroidX’s architecture. It can be clearly observed that AndroidX has two core
components. One is a set of tools with command line interfaces called Android-
Kit that is used to parse input yaml configuration file and generate Docker
images. The other is a hypervisor-agnostic runtime, which is able to launch
Docker images with a new VM instance.

According to the above targets that we presented, the following four primary
challenges have to be overcome: (1) keep the customization process of Android
OS simple enough and make it iterate as quickly as possible on the development
of system components, (2) be compatible with the Open Containers Initiative
(OCI) specification for Docker containers, (3) minimize performance overhead
as far as possible, and (4) have the speed of containers and excellent isolation
of VMs.

Fig. 3. Overview of AndroidX architecture

3.2 AndroidKit

One of our targets is to achieve easy tooling and easy iteration. To achieve
this target, we provide a set of tools called AndroidKit for images building.
The toolkit contains an automatic build system that has the ability to create
minimalistic Docker images for specific applications. In general, it builds the
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images according to the corresponding package source that consists of a directory
containing a Dockerfile, which contains the steps to build the package. From
Fig. 3, we can find that the toolkit uses a yaml configuration template as the
input file, which contains the specific system modules that need to be customized.

As we heavily exploit Docker containers, which allow users to package up an
application with all of the parts it needs, such as libraries and other dependencies,
and ship it all out as one package, for building tailor-made Android OS, we are
able to ensure the freshness and integrity of generated images by Docker content
trust. Moreover, benefit from the immutable and self-contained features of the
images, we can test them for continuous development and delivery. Because of
the rich tools provided by Docker, it is very easy for users to add or update
the existing system components for different application requirements, which is
much suitable for varied demands on clouds.

After building or pulling the images mentioned in the yaml configuration file,
AndroidKit is able to run the generated images with a new VM instance called
AndroidX, which is designed to be architecture agnostic and compatible with
the OCI specification that allows users to run Docker images on any hypervisor.
Internal to the AndroidX instance in Fig. 3, a minimalist Android Kernel called
AndroidX-Kernel is booted directly by hypervisor, the AndroidX-Kernel employs
a tiny Android initialization service called AndroidX-Init to load the Docker
images from host and then launch them. Through containing applications within
separate VM instances and kernel spaces, AndroidXs are able to provide more
excellent workload isolation than containers, and security advantages like VMs,
which are much suitable for multi-tenant cloud environments.

3.3 AndroidX

Another of our targets is able to launch Docker images with a new Android
VM instance, which is called AndroidX. After pulling user-defined Docker
images, AndroidKit assembles them into bootable images, then they are launched
directly by the toolkit on plain hypervisor, e.g., qemu. AndroidX promises
immutable infrastructure by eliminating the middle layer of Guest OS. Since
the image is run as an initramfs, upgrades are done by updating the system
components externally. This makes AndroidX immutable, but persistent storage
can be attached by adding -drive parameter when booting up.

The customization process of AndroidX is shown in Fig. 3. It can be clearly
observed that the customization is processed by the order of AndroidX-Kernel,
AndroidX-Init, and AndroidX-Apps, which are defined in the input yaml con-
figuration file.

(1) AndroidX-Kernel: The AndroidX-Kernel section defines the kernel con-
figuration. One of the features of AndroidX is the customizable kernel. As the
previous works shown [11,13], Anbox and Rattrap use LXC to run an entire
Android-x86 OS in a container. However, since containers share kernel with
host, if users want to add extra new kernel features, they have to modify the
host kernel configuration and recompile the kernel, which is a big challenge for
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non-kernel developers. What’s more, it is not suitable for multi-tenant environ-
ments on clouds because of the weak isolation of containers. In contrast to this,
AndroidX has its own independent kernel, and we provide a set of useful tools
to simplify the customization process of kernel.

To build the AndroidX-Kernel, we divide the kernel configuration file into
two parts according to the content of configuration options. One is the general-
purpose configuration of Android that acts as a baseline, and the other is the
user-optional kernel configuration, which can be replaced or added according to
different hardware platforms or application requirements. When creating tailor-
made AndroidX-Kernel images, AndroidKit can take a set of user-provided ker-
nel options, and then uses the merge config script that we provided to generate
a minimalist configuration file, which can be used to build the device-specific
kernel with user-provided features enabled. This helps AndroidKit create more
streamlined kernel images.

(2) AndroidX-Init: The AndroidX-Init section consists of basic init process
image called initrd, which is unpacked directly into the root filesystem and con-
tains an Android init program. This and the AndroidX-Kernel can be booted
directly on plain hypervisor. Unlike other Linux based systems, which use com-
binations of /etc/inittab and init programs included in busybox, Android
uses its own initialization program, which parses an init.rc script that includ-
ing actions to mount the basic filesystem, set system properties, and start the
specified Android system services.

To bring up containerd [22], an industry-standard container runtime, and
use runC [23] to run application containers, we migrate containerd and runC
to Android-x86 runtime environment. The original runC program has no abil-
ity to launch application containers since the pivot root system call, which is
used to change root filesystem by runC, does not work on a ramfs or tmpfs
root filesystem. Instead, AndroidX first creates a new tmpfs as root filesystem
and then uses switch root system call to change root filesystem in an initrd
shell script provided by Android-x86. Since this is done before starting Android
init program, runC is able to support pivot root system call without errors. In
addition, as runC provides a native Go implementation for creating containers
with a few Linux kernel features (e.g., namespaces and cgroups), the options
of namespaces and cgroups must be selected in AndroidX-Kernel configuration
file except the IPC namespace since Android uses binder for interprocess com-
munication. Through our efforts, AndroidX-Init can finally bring up containerd
and use runC to run application containers (rootless containers can be launched
successfully we tested).

(3) AndroidX-Apps: The AndroidX-Apps section shows a list of images for
running applications and services. It contains the specific apps and services that
need to be launched when AndroidX starts. The final goal of AndroidX-Apps is
that the specific apps and services can be emitted directly both by AndroidX-Init
and runC. Since AndroidX-Init has the native ability to run Android applications
and services, there is no need to do extra efforts when exploiting AndroidX-Init
to run Android applications and services. By contrast, as we use runC to launch
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application containers, some kernel features (e.g., cgroups and namespaces) and
the Go runtime environment must be supported. In our efforts, rootless contain-
ers currently can be instantiated successfully by runC.

As we hope that more than one AndroidX instance could share the sys-
tem components as much as possible, we exploit the read-only feature of the
Android system partition, which can be attached by adding -drive parameter
and shared with other instances when booting AndroidX instances. Benefit from
this, the average disk usage size of each AndroidX instance decreases and gets
close to Android containers when more and more AndroidX instance are started.
Since we design AndroidX for immutable infrastructure, AndroidX-Apps can be
attached by using SD card and data partitions for persistent storage, which will
be identified by tailor-made AndroidX initialization program when booting up.

4 Implementation

We have implemented the prototype of AndroidX on our machine. The machine
contains an Intel Core i5-7200 2.50 GHz CPU (2 cores) with 16 GB of DDR4
RAM and 256 GB HDD, running Ubuntu 16.04. In our current version, the
implementation of AndroidX consists of two parts. One of them provides a rich
set of tools named AndroidKit for images building. We develop the toolkit with
the guidance of the container-based customization approach. Another is the exe-
cution runtime environment, which can be easily customized for varied scenarios
on clouds.

As we mentioned above, the build process of AndroidX heavily leverages
Docker images for packaging, and all intermediate images are referenced by
digest to ensure reproducibility across its build process. To guarantee the
freshness and integrity of the images, all of the generated images will be
signed using Docker content trust. After building the Docker images, AndroidX
instance can be booted directly on plain hypervisor by targeting with AndroidX-
Kernel+AndroidX-Init. Through combining with the portability of app container
images, AndroidX is able to allow users to build, ship, and run apps anywhere,
without considering the underlying technology stack.

The construction of AndroidX is based on a series of Android-x86 6.0 r3
components, which can be customized for varied demands. In our prototype
implementation, we provide a lot of templates, e.g., Dockerfiles, for users cus-
tomize OS components. The source code of AndroidX is publicly available online
at https://github.com/CGCL-codes/AndroidX.

5 A Case Study

To demonstrate the usability and practicability of AndroidKit, we use it to imple-
ment a type of lightweight AndroidX, which is based on Android-x86 and specif-
ically customized for mobile computation offloading. These AndroidXs provide
the excellent workloads isolation like Android VMs, as well as the extremely fast

https://github.com/CGCL-codes/AndroidX
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Table 1. Performance comparison for Android container, Android VM, and AndroidX.
For the experiment we allocate a single core and 1024 MB of memory to each test
instance.

Runtime Boot time Memory
footprint

Disk usage CPU
allocation

Memory
allocation

Android container 1.8 s 96 MB 1044 MB 1vCPU 1024 MB

Android VM 31.8 s 493 MB 1728 MB 1vCPU 1024 MB

AndroidX 3.9 s 270 MB 1101 MB 1vCPU 1024 MB

instantiation time like Android containers. In this section, we present an evalua-
tion of these customized AndroidXs, including the comparisons of startup time,
memory footprint, and disk usage with standard Android VMs and Android
containers. All experiments are run on a machine mentioned in Sect. 4.

5.1 Boot Time

Boot time is a critical performance evaluation point in many cloud comput-
ing scenarios. Since we evaluate the toolkit by using it to implement a type of
lightweight AndroidX specifically customized for mobile computation offload-
ing (which offloads computational codes to clouds and requires low time-delay),
we want to measure how long AndroidKit takes to create and boot such an
AndroidX instance.

The main limiting factors of instantiation time are the image size of VMs and
the number of processes that need to be started. LightVM [24] has demonstrated
that startup times grow linearly with VM image size by booting the same uniker-
nel VM from images of different sizes in the experiment. The reason why large
VMs slow down instantiation time can be summarized as follows: launching a
large VM instance needs time to read the image from disk, parse it and finally
run it in memory. Inspired by this, we have made a great effort on optimizing
AndroidX for mobile computation offloading, and in our efforts, AndroidKit can
generate compact AndroidXs which have the speed of containers. Table 1 com-
pares boot times for a noop AndroidX instance against a noop Android VM, as
well as a noop Android container. Time is measured form booting to the point
where instantiation is finished.

In order to find the most time-consuming process during the whole startup
of standard Android VM instances, we try to take a look at the CPU usage
when starting a noop Android VM. For the measurement we use bootchart [25]
and adb [26] tools to get a noop Android VM’s CPU utilizations. The bootchart
is a tool for performance analysis and virtualization of the GNU/Linux boot
process, and the adb tool which is specially designed for Android, has the ability
to analyze the startup log of each process. As shown in Fig. 4, the Android VM
reaches a maximum CPU utilization of about 100% after 7 s of startup and lasts
for a period of time. To find out which processes occupy a large amount of CPU
resources at that time, we try to get the time consumption of each process in
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the whole startup process of the VM by leveraging bootchart and adb tools,
and find that dex2oat, package scanning, and class preloading take up about
72.7% of the total system boot time and consume a lot of CPU resources at
that time. To shorten the time taken by these processes, we reduce the num-
ber of preloaded packages, as well as the preloaded classes and resources when
customizing AndroidX for mobile computation offloading. The optimized result
is shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows the time consumption comparison of class
preloading, package scanning and dex2oat during the whole startup for Android
VM, AndroidX, and Android container. From this figure, we can conclude that
the time consumption of optimized processes is only 15.7% of the non-optimized.
In addition, after using a pre-prepared data partition, we almost eliminate the
time taken up by the dex2oat process. In order to minimize the size of VM image,
we reduce the functionality of AndroidX, such as Camera and Bluetooth that
will not be used on cloud environments. In our efforts, the size of the final image
generated by AndroidKit is reduced from the original 1728 MB to 1101 MB. As
a result, the startup time of an optimized AndroidX instance can be shortened
to 3.9 s (shown in Table 1), which is much lightweight than Android VM, and as
fast as Android container.

Fig. 4. CPU usage during the whole
startup of a noop Android VM

Fig. 5. Time consumption comparison of
class preloading, package scanning, and
dex2oat during the whole startup for
Android VM, AndroidX, and Android
container

5.2 Memory Footprint

As known to all, in order to concurrently launch multiple instances on a single
host, the most effective solution is to reduce per-instance memory footprint.
One of the advantages of Android containers is that they typically need less
memory than Android VMs because they use a common kernel with host OS and
have smaller root filesystems. By contrast, Android VMs, where each instance
has their own independent kernel and runs an entire Android OS, suffer more
resource overhead than Android containers when concurrently running multiple
instances on a single machine. In our next analysis, we try to find if the memory
footprint of each compact AndroidX is close to Android container.
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We observe, as others [27], that most VMs and containers run a single appli-
cation on clouds. By reducing the functionality of AndroidX to include only
what is necessary for that specified application, we are able to reduce the mem-
ory footprint of each AndroidX instance. With the help of adb shell procrank
command, we get exact memory footprint of a noop AndroidX instance. Table 1
shows the memory usage of a noop AndroidX instance against a noop Android
VM and a noop Android container (which is essentially a Rattrap instance).
From the table, we can conclude that the memory usage of a noop AndroidX
instance is only 54.7% of a noop Android VM. The reason why we use a noop
AndroidX instance is that the cloud execution environment for mobile compu-
tation offloading has little association with applications, and AndroidKit has
the ability to generate AndroidX for different application requirements since we
provide a lot of templates for customization.

Fig. 6. The average disk usage size of each instance for Android VM, AndroidX, and
Android container

5.3 Disk Usage

As we mentioned above, one of the main limiting factors of instantiation time is
the image size of instance. In order to shorten the startup time and improve the
disk utilization of the offloading code execution environment, Rattrap analyzes
the entire Android-x86 OS files and finds out that 68.4% of them are never
accessed by offloaded codes, which are composed of unnecessary libraries and
modules. By removing the unnecessary parts and sharing the system libraries,
an optimized Rattrap instance only takes up 7.1 MB space and has faster startup
speed.

Inspired by this, we put forward the idea of sharing partitions. AndroidX
instance has the ability to share the data and system partitions by the predefined
-drive parameter, which can be identified by AndroidKit. In this way, the disk
usage of each AndroidX instance is close to a Rattrap instance, which is less
than 10 MB. From Table 1 and Fig. 6, we can find that an AndroidX instance
takes up about 1101 MB of disk. However, the average disk usage size of each
AndroidX instance decreases and gets close to Android containers when more
and more Android instances are launched. By contrast, as Fig. 6 shows, the
average disk usage size of each Android VM instance always remains the same
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when the number of running instances increases, since Android VMs lack a
sharing mechanism. As a result, AndroidX has a great disk utilization when
running multiple instances, which is more suitable for large-scale scenarios on
clouds.

6 Related Work

A lot of container-based virtualization technologies (e.g., Docker, LXC, and rkt)
have been widely deployed on cloud platforms because of their low resource
overhead and great scalability. However, as known to all, the weak isolation of
containers has caused some security problems on multi-tenant cloud environ-
ments [28]. Unlike containers, VMs which are based on hypervisor technologies,
have excellent hardware-enforced isolation, but they cause high resource over-
head since each VM runs a full copy of an OS. Intel sets out to build hypervisor-
based container named Intel Clear Containers (ICC) [29] by combining the
best benefits of VMs and Linux containers. Kata Containers [30], which com-
bines technology from ICC and Hyper [31], tries to run Docker containers on
agnostic hypervisors to provide the workload isolation like VMs, as well as the
portability like containers. A part of our design idea comes from ICC and Hyper,
but as we have already shown, AndroidXs are specifically designed for the various
frequently-changing scenarios on mobile clouds.

Traditional operating systems, e.g., Linux, focus on the versatility and inte-
grality of system functions and contain the entire software stack with the tradeoff
of overhead and efficiency. By contrast, unikernels [27], which are designed for
supporting cloud services rather than desktop applications, are tiny VMs that
pack the minimalistic OS with the target application into a single bootable VM
image. Many research works have been made on constructing unikernels (e.g.,
OSv [32], MirageOS [33], and ClickOS [34]), and the common goal of these uniker-
nels is to run single application on a single machine to eliminate the redundancy
and provide great performance. Through booting directly on plain hypervisor,
they are able to avoid the hardware compatibility problems suffered by tradi-
tional library operating systems (e.g., Exokernel [14] and Nemesis [15]).

7 Conclusion

This paper presents AndroidXs as customizable execution environments for
Android applications on clouds, as well as AndroidKit as a toolkit for building
customizable Android OS images. Our idea comes from the experience of run-
ning Android applications on Linux platform, as well as Intel Clear Containers
and Hyper open source projects. After investigating the relevant research works
of OS customization, and inspired by the design of unikernels, we propose a
container-based approach for customizing mobile cloud execution environment.
Under the guidance of this approach, we have developed a set of tools named
AndroidKit, which is able to generate images for customizable AndroidXs. To
demonstrate the practicability of the AndroidKit, we use it to implement a type
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of lightweight AndroidX specifically customized for mobile computation offload-
ing. The AndroidXs are composed of OS images generated by AndroidKit, and
in our efforts, rootless containers are now able to be brought up by runC in
AndroidX instances.
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